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“A user story is an informal, general

explanation of a software feature written

from the perspective of the end user or

customer. The purpose of a user story is

to articulate how a piece of work will

deliver a particular value back to the

customer.”

Software Development for Beginners

“All good stories deserve embellishment.”

Gandalf the Grey
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I am a Mechanic

“I guess it was right after the lock-in.” says the face
filling the wall of the room. “The Agg I was working
for wanted everything to go back to the way it was and
that didn’t work for me. You?”

”If by a mechanic you mean people that build shit then
I am a third-generation mechanic,” states CJ staring at
the wall. ”My grandfather was a mechanic, although they
weren’t called that back then.” In his grandfather’s
day, the Aggregators were just coming to power and the
world was yet to be divided between the builders of
value and the Etalus, the ones who managed and
monetized that value. “In his time, most of the world
worked for the Aggs. They were powerful, but they were
seen as good bosses and a positive force in the world,”
CJ continues.

Despite this, CJ’s grandfather chose to sell his
services in the second economy. The one run by
immigrants like him. The one that didn’t care about
schools. The one that took care of him. And his
grandson saw it all. But CJ doesn’t say any of this.

“What did he do?” she asks. CJ sits in the darkened
room staring at the projection that occupies an entire
wall of his small space. The face belongs to Eudora
Andrews, a friend,and occasional colleague based in
Eastern Europe.  Over Dora’s shoulder, he can make out
the corner of a garden. Or not. The edges of Dora’s
hair show flashes of pixelation hinting that the
peaceful peek of nature is computer generated.  She
could be sitting in a closet.  She probably is.

“I never knew what he did for work. Sometimes when we
were riding around town he would point at a building or
a business and say he helped build it, but it was never
clear how he helped. The pixelation was distracting CJ.
“As a kid, I remember him telling me about how to find
loyal friends and the importance of getting the most
for whatever you had to offer. But mostly, I remember
that he paid for everything in cash.”
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CJ remembers shopping for school clothes. No matter
what it was, big or small, Grandpa would reach into his
suit coat pocket and pull out a large roll of bills.
Held together by one, sometimes two rubber bands, he
would smile and muss CJ’s hair.  Then we would simply
peel off the needed amount.  CJ’s Grandma said that
grandpa didn’t trust banks.  She never said why, just
that he didn’t.

“So your dad was a mechanic too?” Dora asks.

“Yeah. I think my dad became a mechanic because the
Aggs wouldn’t take him,” jokes CJ. His father’s
generation was the one that really fell for the Aggs
story. Most of CJ’s friends had parents who worked for
Aggs. Most had started right out of school and before
you knew it they were hooked. Not that it was a bad
thing. The cars and the houses got bigger over time and
CJ recalls that his friends always had the best cereal
for breakfast.

It was good with the Aggs until it wasn’t.  When CJ got
older he saw many of those same parents move in with
their children. Living out their retirement years in
one of their kids’ guest rooms. It wasn’t what was
promised, but by then the Agg that made those promises
was long gone, replaced by some new Agg that paid
pennies on the dollar for their parent’s years of
effort.

“I grew up in an Agg housing development,” continues
CJ. “My mother worked for the Aggs until she died. It
was a nice childhood but I knew early on it was not for
me. My mom tried hard to sell me the Agg story. She
made sure I had the right schools, right friends, right
guilt, but the competitive spirit didn’t stick.” To
win the race you have to care about the race and he
just didn’t care to, he thought quietly.

“I tried,” he rattled on. “I worked for an Agg for a
bit”, building first-generation mods for their workers
but it just wasn’t a fit. My dad was always on the
verge of financial shutdown, but he seemed happy.” He
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was and he wasn’t but CJ was sure that his dad would
love Alex-42.

The senior C was a self-taught and self-styled
renaissance man. While fully capable of holding any
number of jobs on the Aggs’ organizational chart, his
lack of pre-employment made him a non-starter for
hiring agents. This left him and his potential
employers, but mostly him, much poorer. C, the junior,
saw Alex-42 as a way to avoid this fate. In-world CJ
was just another capable cog with a track record of
delivering results. It didn’t matter how he had
developed his capabilities, just that he had them.
That’s what the Aggs pay for now: results.

“Are you all set for the science briefing tomorrow?”
Asked CJ. Dora and CJ are part of a group of mechanics,
laughingly called a Wheel.  Their wheel, “Ziz”, comes
together every once in a while to take part in team
challenges. Ziz started a while ago, but both CJ and
Dora are new to it. Some challenges are Agg-sponsored
contests and some are just for fun. Ziz just placed
second in a bracket-formatted escape room challenge.
The tournament was sponsored by a top-tier consulting
firm as a recruiting event.  The firm  also competed.
Ziz had beat the company’s poster kids in the third
round. Mechanics: 1, Aggs: 0.

“I’m  ready,” responds Dora. “The pre-read was pretty
thorough so I am not sure what else they are going to
cover. I haven’t done a space-focused event before. It
feels very sci-fi.” To friends Dora describes Ziz as an
old action television show where one team member is the
Thief, one is the Rain Man-esque Quant, and someone is
the Con Man. The team can’t agree on which one of them
is the mastermind character. Dora has nominated CJ but
CJ nominated Dora citing her nomination of him as an
example of her weaponized cunning.
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Rise of the Aggs

The Aggregators weren’t always seen as evil. That is a
more recent development. At first, Aggs were welcome
advancements.  For decades they delivered new
innovation, more stuff at lower prices and a sense of
safety. They were touted by global economy experts as
important forces of progress.  Horizontal Aggs,
vertical Aggs, all different types were tried but one
thing they all had in common was that they were all
big.  Eventually, there were one thousand or so Aggs
that pretty much ran the world.  Aggs ran on two
things; size and cheap labor. The lock-in had ended
this.

The Mezzanine in Alex-42 is a mix of Paddington
Station’s multi-level maze, the nostalgia of Gare du
Nord and the palatial proletarianism of Moscow’s Metro.
The Mezz has all the typically required fixtures
including a giant screen programmed to display new data
by flipping down the board in Vestaboard style rows.
Advertising kiosks dot the concourses touting new
games, currency prices and breaking news. A quiet
background soundtrack of 15 Hz binaural noise gives the
space a strangely calm vibe.

Lazare Jelassi, chief people officer for Emirates Air &
Space glances up at the big screen.  The lines flip
down revealing the name of different Aggs and the
number of open microwork assignments they have.  When
Alex-42 first opened all the Aggs could be shown on a
single screen.   Today the board pauses and then resets
again showing the next screen. Lazare’s company doesn’t
appear until the third reset.

The tide of non-Agg workers, some of them early
mechanics like CJ, was already rising when the lock-in
closed all the doors. After one hundred days, the world
thought it would all go back to the way it was.  After
two hundred days, no one was sure what to expect.
After a year it was clear to many that the global
economy was broken for good.
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Aggs, who had only dealt with “whole workers” up to
that point were forced to take part-time workers and
combine them into full-worker equivalents just to
supply the skills they needed to re-open. Eventually,
the job as a demand unit of labor broke down and the
atomization of the economy was complete. Add the
ability to draw on talent from anywhere, (thanks to
digital omnipresence) and the new world of the mechanic
had begun.

To their credit, many of the Agg leadership teams saw
the atomization coming. Some actually welcomed it. It
would take a while longer for their trading bot
overlords to sort out the new calculations for value
and profit. But like most algorithms, they were
painfully slow for a long time and then seemed to
figure it out overnight. With the new maths encoded,
the profit motives for Aggs and mechanics were aligned.
That is when micro-work really took off.
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The Mezzanine

The shops around the Mezzanine’s concourse offer cogs a
wide range of products. “Immediate Shipping & Download”
screams a flashing sign. Some IRL retailers have set up
digital stores offering twins of the latest fashion.
Jelassi’s cog is skinned in a crisply tailored
blue-grey uniform similar to those worn by his
airline’s IRL flight staff. He wonders if people are
dressing up in the same outfits as their cogs. Sitting
in front of his keyboard in  shorts and sandals he is
sure that they aren’t.

wingsFTW: They need a Duty Free shop here Laz

His chat window pops up, startling him. He spots the
cog of his friend Majid on the other side of the
concourse. He types his reply,

FirstKlassFlyer: Everything here is already tax-free
and virtual Toblerones don’t taste
nearly as good as the real thing

wingsFTW: How about the whiskey?

FirstKlassFlyer: You know I don’t drink.
You should stick to the little
airplane bottles anyway

wingsFTW: Hysterical
Did you see all the new Aggs on the
board? Guess the word is really out
now

FirstKlassFlyer: I saw that
Maybe it will draw in some new cogs
We have a ton of work and more
coming

Lazare had just seen a report in his inbox on this very
subject. He was meeting with a few Mechanix later to
throw around some ideas for future Mods. After that,he
was scheduled to chat with the developer of a popular
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galactic mining game to explore some embeds. He
mentions this last meeting to Majid.

wingsFTW: The one where you find asteroids to
mine?
I played that one yesterday.
I sucked
but it was really good.

FirstKlassFlyer: You suck at that one too?
What games are you good at?

wingsFTW: The SimSys ones where you build
stuff. Cities, factories, farms,
kingdoms
For some reason those just seem to
click with me

FirstKlassFlyer: That makes sense

wingsFTW: It does?
Why?

FirstKlassFlyer: You don’t have to deal with other
people
Just animals and bulldozers.

wingsFTW: Ouch!!!!!!
You are not welcome in the new
fortress I am building in
LostGalaxy.

The duo’s cogs wander to the concourse’s second level
and pause in front of a door with a sign proclaiming
that this is a Neuro Lab. The Paired icons of a brain
and a test beaker leave no doubt.  But in case there
is, a large screen sits to the left of the door. The
screen shows a montage of a lab coat b-roll and the
logos of several recognizable universities and the
words PAID STUDIES.

FirstKlassFlyer: Maybe you should let them study
your brain Maj
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wingsFTW: Have you joined a study?
I did a study last week to see
what it’s all about
They paid me to watch a short
video and then answer 10 questions

FirstKlassFlyer: Then what did you have to do?

wingsFTW: That’s it.
They told me the study was looking
at the connection that colors had
on information recall

FirstKlassFlyer: What if color TVs are the reason
we are so much smarter than our
grandparents were?

wingsFTW: I never liked black and white
movies

FirstKlassFlyer: You really should let them study
you more

Lazare looked at the giant clock in the center of the
hall. It was designed to look like the old-fashioned
four-sided train station clocks except this one had a
digital readout on two sides and the other two had a
deci-face on it. Lazare still couldn’t get used to
seeing the one-handed clock face. It looks broken. The
hand pointed down and to the left, sitting between the
500 and 750.

He glances out of the window of his home office. It was
night time but he had several meetings to go to. The
joys of working at -90 longitude.  He walked into his
kitchen, flipped on the lights, and poured himself some
more coffee.

Initially, the Aggs had offered mostly utility or
commodity micro-work out to cogs. Then, partly driven
by need and partly by economics, the work got more
interesting. Aggs quickly realized that with the work
atomized they were able to buy the best resources for
each piece as opposed to having to settle for a
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generalist that could do lots of things but not as
well.

Lazare joined Alex-42 just as the mechanics, along with
the Agency, were agreeing to a standardized skill stack
for cogs.  Now it was easy for Aggs to match cogs to
micro work. With the Agency watching the Aggs the
mechanics were free to focus on mod’ing out their cogs
and selling their cycles.
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The Agency

“The motion to amend the mod standards and practices as
described in amendment 153.15 passes with 18 yea votes,
zero nay votes, and one abstention as a result of a
conflict.” The sound of a gavel falling echoes out of
the screen, although the onscreen chairman makes no
hand motion.  Suriya Juul knows that this is a
computer-generated effect that the chairman had added
to the proceedings via his space bar or some key
combination.

“That concludes new business. If there is nothing
further, do I have a motion to adjourn?” The motion and
the needed second come quickly from the small windows
on Juul’s screen mosaic of faces.  Suriya, “Suri” to
most and “Julie” to some, was never a big fan of the
formality of parliamentary procedures; she feels like
they are a throwback to the time of wigs and robes.
However since these committee hearings are archived for
all the members of Alex-42 to view, she understands the
need for some structure.

When the Aggs and their factories had first emerged the
workers had sought protection from a variety of
sources.  First, by getting big themselves through
collectives. This tactic quickly fell to the Golden
Rule.  Aggs definitely had the gold and so they ruled.
Next, they turned to a big friend, the government.
Governments all said they were pro-worker but after the
Agg Rights Act was passed giving Aggs super-voting
rights in elections this was a weak hand at best. It
took the fallout from the lock-in to convince the
workers that they didn’t need to be big because the
Aggs had an Achilles heel. Aggs needed workers as much
as workers needed the Aggs. Alex-42 was launched around
the time that this fact was sinking into economies
around the globe.

Suri clicks close on the meeting and her cog is
returned to Cog Hall. Most committee members port into
the meetings from their workshops but she prefers to
actually attend them by porting her cog to the Hall.
While this seems like a digital difference without much
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effect, for her it is a chance to feel more connected.
She wanders from the General Assembly’s meeting room
down the main hallway to the central atrium. She has
been part of Alex-42 since the beginning and remembers
selecting the cybertect for this space. The central
garden is designed to look vaguely Romanesque with wide
stairs along all sides leading down to a fountain.

Suri had been recruited by the founder of Alex-42, an
anonymous backer known only by the screen name MINZR.
She, along with ninety-nine others, had been staked
prior to the first drop of Lugal.  At the time
Alex-42’s coin had only a name and a symbol. The
promise of a stake along with a poorly written
manifesto was all that ‘The Staked’, a pet name the
Mechanics use for the founders, had to build from. The
manifesto included little more than a short description
of the measurement of a unit of work, called a cycle, a
rather long and wandering diatribe regarding the
decimalization of time, and a commitment to a principle
called “alignment.”

Suri sets her cog along one of these staircases high
enough  to see the clear walls of glass lining the
walkway across the courtyard. Her cog’s traditional
chut Thai and headwrap adds a burst of color to the
stone-colored terraces and pixelated green trees.

The Specs and Standards committee is only the most
recent one she has served on since joining Alex-42. She
initially chaired the governance committee that
formalized the operating rules for the world. She had
been recruited because her IRL work had been in the
one-time growth industry of democracies.

Suri sees the cog of Lazare Jelassi, an Agg leader she
worked with in those early times, and sends him a quick
chat greeting. His cog, a humanoid form clothed in all
white dishdasha and a sash consisting of a blue and red
motif mirroring his airline, appears beside her.

“Wela nan.” Says Lazare.
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“It has been a long time.” Replies Suri. “Thai is a
nice touch,” she continues, recognizing her mother
tongue.

“The translation function on these cogs is really good
for most languages.  I have not tried Norwegian
though,” admits Lazare.

In the late 20th century and early 21st, there had been
a democratic boom. The romance of royalty had long worn
off and people, now connected by technology, sought
amplification of their voices. Suri’s work was
designing the operating systems for these new
Democratic geographies in the form of constitutions. In
this way, she was a founder of half a dozen countries.
She would never be mentioned in a history book but her
fingerprints were all over the rules of law for voting,
representation, and taxation that now appeared in
leather-bound books around the globe’s remaining
libraries.

Suri tells people that she was born to do this work.
She is the daughter of a reasonably well-known
Norwegian economist and a mother who was a Thai
political science professor at Chulalonghorn
University. She was raised around adults who debated
economic and governance models with the same passion
many households had for sports teams. Growing up she
was ‘team parliament’.

The chance to participate in the founding of a digital
society was a new frontier. And one, more importantly,
that didn’t require long jet-lagging flights and a need
to lug around rolling suitcases full of three-ring
binders.

Across the courtyard, slightly obscured by the
fountain’s digital spray is a sign that displays two
numbers. The first is the total cycles produced in the
last hour and the second is the value of those cycles
in terms of Lugal, the currency of Alex-42. Cycles are
an attempt to break free from time-based value.
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“What brings you into the mezz today? You are not still
on a committee, are you?” Ask Suri.

“No more committees for me. I am just here to see the
sign-off on the funding of our new Aerospace mezz
design. The industry finally agreed on something.”

“When is the launch?” Asks Suri.

“They are still working on a few bits of it but the
digital ribbon cutting,” Jelasi’s cog makes scissor
motions with its fingers, “is in 45 days.  We have
twenty more Aggs coming on board.  Did you know there
were so many folks with rockets? Anyway, the push now
is to find ways to get the microwork we have in the
pipeline cycled out.” Says Lazare.

IRL you work for an hourly wage which is fine when the
inputs to your job are as well defined as they are when
you sit on a Tayloristic production line. You will see
twenty bolts an hour come down the belt and you will
add twenty nuts. The full value of the nut-bolt
combination can be calculated. Then you simply subtract
the cost of the individual nuts and bolts and what is
left is your value add. It is very simple math. And
while the planet’s math skills may have devolved, work
has long since evolved way past that.

Cycles simply turn time based work back into piece work
where a finished product is the measure, not time. The
Aggregators benefit because they are not simply paying
for attendance and the cog workers benefit by getting
paid for their increased productivity and innovation.
Many workers got their first taste of this during the
lock-in when they were able to pick up second jobs,
without their first boss even noticing.

Rather than look stupid, Aggs starting offering job
flexibility. What they were actually doing was
formalizing what workers were already doing.  If you
needed to go watch your kid’s school play you magically
completed a full day’s worth of office work in the
morning, leaving the afternoon to be available by
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phone.  As long as no one stopped the assembly line the
big bosses never noticed.

“Remember that biotech company that couldn’t find any
cogs to help it sequence its gut biome? They created an
arcade game where you matched fruit or something and
they got it done in two weeks from gameplay. You just
have to think creatively. The brain power is out
there.” Says Suri. She noted that she needed to stop
sitting in on the Agg recruitment pitches that the
Agency does.  She was beginning to sound like the
videos.

“My grandfather was a fruit vendor,” interjected
Lazare.

“That’s your takeaway? The apple doesn’t fall far from
the tree,” laughs Suri. “Ping me if there is anything I
can do to help.”

Lazare smiles and ports to a large conference room
where he is scheduled to meet with a few mod makers and
starts to think about ordering a fruit salad to be
delivered to his workshop.

Suri ports to her home office and logs off. On the wall
hangs a print out of the email from MINZR. It arrived
ten days after the manifesto was posted. It wasn’t much
of a sales pitch. It hadn’t needed to be. She still
can’t believe how much it has grown. She places her
earbuds on the glass table in her workroom and walks
into the kitchen. The lights turn off behind her.

In its first act as The Agency they had named the
world.  It was an homage to the past and future. It
also hints at the doubt they had.  ‘Alex’ was a nod to
the almost mystical location of all the world’s
knowledge. 42 paid tribute to a book about the future
that started with “don’t panic” and included views on
AI, robotics, and middle management that now seem
extremely prescient. If they had known it would grow
into this, would they have made it a bit more official
sounding? Maybe, but it was done now.
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<minzr>

The Alex-42 manifesto appeared at 02:22 GMT on
(Tuesday) February 22, 2022. It was posted by a new
user named <minzr> to a sub thread of a sub thread
titled “Why do we call it work?”. The forum was
inhabited by word geeks exploring 13th century
appearances of the word ‘work’. Their passionate fervor
suggested that they saw the understanding of the word
as the key to unlocking its true purpose. Following the
post, these citizen etymologists quickly turned their
frenetic geekdom towards answering a new question. “Who
is Minzr?”

The manifesto was a short exploration of the concept of
work. It first pared away a group of outdated
tag-alongs that came with the idea of work.  Location
was quickly dispatched as no longer relevant to the
model. Time bound structures such as full-time,
historically 30-40 hours per week, the five-day week,
weekends and 9-5 were also made short work of. What
remained were results and results-producing skills
operating at the smallest unit size possible.

According to the manifesto, this “atomization” of the
labor economy made the market more fluid allowing all
the participants to capture more value than from the
antiquated current system. Alex-42 was to be a platform
to enable all the needed changes. The manifesto also
declared that Alex-42 was going to stake the best minds
and they could work out the details. Nominations for
this founding group were to be sent by snail mail to an
address that turned out to be a baseball field in
Brilliant Ohio, USA.

The manifesto was light on details. Everything from its
font, a throwback to old dot matrix printers, to its
use of established memes, was parsed and analyzed.
Tidal waves of guesses of who the mysterious Minzr was
flooded the thread immediately after the post. Quite a
few of the initial posters suggested it was the latest
attempt by one billionaire or another to clear their
conscience of the sweatshops and 24/7 labor demands
that they had used to attain their wealth. In
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symmetrical cynicism some suggested it was a sovereign
state building a new form of digital sweatshop. A few
posters suggested MINZR was in fact an acronym
involving words like “mindful“, “intelligences”,
“neuro” and “zealot“.

In the months, and now years, since the manifesto was
posted, the theories have continued.  Periodically, new
ones sprout up, gain traction only to be disproven,
denied or supplanted by newer, better theories. Some
have even stepped up to claim authorship of the
manifesto. But with a global community of fact checkers
don’t expect any error, inconsistency or omission to go
unexposed. But that doesn’t stop the crazy.

“minzr can’t control the currency and can’t override
the Agency’s OS. Why do I care who or what minzr is?”
CJ had asked his friend Ish after he joined Alex-42.

”You wouldn’t care if you were working for an asshole
founder or Nazi’s or Aliens?” he had responded. ”There
are a lot of parallels to the ancient Sumerians who
definitely had alien support.”

There is even a group called <minzrhunt> that wants to
run a global search to answer the “Who’s your daddy?”
question.  They claim that knowing is in keeping with
the transparency principle espoused by the manifesto
and is essential to its future.  They  never get enough
votes to get funding from the A42 treasury but they
keep trying.

For now the world will just have to satisfy itself with
the three theories which have stood the test of time
and made it to the hotly moderated <minzr> wiki page.
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The Arcade

The Mezz was originally created by The Agency as a
place for cogs to find mods and microwork, like an old
guild hall. But if you put a bunch of cogs together in
a room watching the walls announce new work and freshly
released mods, they end up chatting. So eventually The
Agency added public and private spaces for that. Any
reasonable world builder will tell you that you have to
have things for the players to do in between missions.
If you don’t they will start running around messing
shit up.  So the agency added an arcade.

At its core, the arcade is a defensible pleasure. The
games are great but since each one also has some
redeeming quality for the skill tree of a cog it is
justifiable as an investment. Yes, you played a full
season of FIFA 2030 yesterday but you were developing
your teamwork skills.  There are plenty of online
arcades but the one in Alex-42 came with less guilt.
The A-42 arcade had lots of different types of brain
games, some of them posing as something else, as well
as some stand-alone mod challenges. Some of the games
are even live-streamed to the world like any other
sporting event. CJ is still surprised at the size of
the crowds that even basic games can draw.  He once
watched a top puzzle cog play sudoku for an hour then
watched a head-to-head tourney for another hour.

CJ built a car engine mod series a while back. The
“build an engine block” final challenge is still one of
the favorite contests for car-nerd cogs at the arcade.
The record high score for assembling the 208 virtual
parts into an old gas-powered engine is just over 4
minutes. CJ could never crack 6 minutes. He wrote the
thing! The mechanic who holds the record has now built
a whole bunch of mods and contests based on the old
cars. Today’s electric car engines are made of less
than 30 parts. Where's the fun in that?
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WHAFOOM!

The noise echoes off the walls as the room fills first
with a blinding white light and then dark gray smoke.
Kim Sung pulls one earbud out and shakes her head. Her
cog, looking like a child in an oversized metallic
parka, is still holding the needle nose pliers in one
hand and a short section of red wire in the other.

As the on-screen smoke clears she can see the end of
the subway car she had been standing in. It has been
opened like one of those old-time gag cigars from the
movies.  The ones that always left the tuxedoed fat cat
soot-faced with what looked like a birthday party horn
in his mouth.

The sound of the explosion had echoed down the subway
tunnel and was now being replaced by the wail of sirens
in the distance. She had spent too much time tracing
that dummy wire she thought to herself. Her cog hits
the button marked “Sortie” and what is left of the
train doors open to the station.

“You should have just cut it,” jeers Ishikana Tevi’s
familiar voice in her ear. “Red wire is such a cliche.
I had to be sure,” she responds. “Tracing is a bitch in
the next level because all the wires are black and the
train is moving,” continues Tevi in her headphones.
”That explosion was no joke,“ she notes, still shaking
her head IRL. “Anyone else around? I’m tired of you
watching me blow up. Let’s go make someone else’s day
suck.”

Her cog, now free of its safety coat, stands next to a
long-haired humanoid shape adorned in black robes and a
pair of mirrored sunglasses.  “Watch Matrix again last
night?” She comments knowing both the answer and his
love of old movies. “Could be worse,“ he quips, “I also
watched Top Gun.”

As they move through the arcade they both do a quick
scan of the names that pop up over the crowd of cogs
gathered there. A couple of familiar names, but no one
she wants to see right now. Her chat flashes.
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PXLSrunthruit: Where are you?  We are at the
arcade looking for some help
running a few missions.

She starts to tell Ish, but he interrupts, “I know. I
got the same ping. Time to be the blower-upper, not the
blown up,” Ish proclaims as his cog does some strange
split-legged jump and races ahead toward the end of the
tunnel.

After three more missions than she had planned, Kim
ports back from the arcade.  The clock on the wall of
her A42 workshop reads 200. The light from her digital
windows shows the outline of trees top-lit by
moonlight. IRL, the windows of her kitchen were
currently enjoying the late afternoon sun. Time in
Alex-42 uses a simple decimalization system that broke
the day into one thousand parts.  No time zones, no
seasonal adjustments, just a number.

It had first been tried as part of France’s national
decimalization in the late 18th century and tried again
by some watchmakers in the late 20th century. In both
cases, the system never really stuck. But now, with
everybody scattered everywhere, it actually made more
sense.  And the Aggs have always loved clocks.

Kim has her workshop coordinates set to 47.37N., 8.54E.
since she is doing some work with a company in Zurich.
The deci-time thing took a little getting used to but
it has made scheduling with her scattered team easy.
She didn’t even know where some of them were IRL. Kim
wonders if it is possible to get jet-lag without the
jet. Blackout shades had been an unexpected boom
industry post-lock-in. They are the first thing she
installs in every place she has stayed since.
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Pods

The elevator doors open and the hallway LEDs snap on.
Most days CJ heads to the pod right after walking his
dog in the morning.  It’s an early start by local
standards. The morning air is cooler and the streets
are empty, although they have never really been busy
since the lock-in. CJ’s geolocation means the rest of
the world has an 18-hour jumpstart on the day and he
tries to maintain some overlap with his European
friends. The pod’s lighting is set to be dimmed for the
first hour to allow for an easier entry into the day.
It never really works.

CJ built his first cog, before the lock-in, from a
storage container that sat in front of his apartment
for six weeks before being moved to one of those big
warehouses for long-term storage.  The pods had been a
business birthed by the need for Agg workers to store
all the stuff they were collecting. When the Aggs
started to lose their appeal, so did collecting stuff.
So the pod businesses pivoted. Now they form a mobile
community of digital workshops.

Some mechanics still work out of their homes,
converting rooms once made for large dinners into
screen-filled control centers. CJ, like many, didn’t
have an extra room just waiting around and so the pod
was the perfect solution.  It came ready to plug in.
With its captain chair suspended in the middle and
surrounded by projections on the four walls, the pod is
full immersion even without his glasses.  A table,
large whiteboard, and a refrigerator stand against the
back wall ready to be slid into view of cameras and
sensors mounted around the pod’s edges.

CJ’s thumbprint changes the door frame to green and he
pushes it open. This is where CJ works IRL. The pod
auto boots when he walks in transforming the blank
walls of his workshop into his latest high-performance
spatial experiment.  The current look, with a design
optimum defined as “balanced personal output”, is based
on a loft space he saw online.  The upcycled warehouse
had floor-to-ceiling windows on one side and the high
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ceiling features exposed ductwork. It was a little
cliched. CJ had added some Zen fusion touches like
white pine beams to give it an industrial yoga vibe.

He also has a saved design theme titled “firehose.” In
that mode, all the walls become screens streaming world
news, social feeds, interest graph snippets, and
prompts from an idea generator bot he wrote. He used to
have a lot more themes but he kept coming back to these
two.  He once spent two days building a “deep thought”
theme which was part monastery, part neural wave
experiment. He used it once before he deleted it.

Some Mechanics’ digital workshops take full advantage
of the boundless virtual space with gardens, koi pools,
and other amenities. Some include social spaces to host
other cogs, blending the look and feel of their online
and IRL spaces. This is not CJ’s style. His workshop is
for him and him alone. If you port to his public A-42
address you are rendered inside a live feed of the
Panda exhibit in Washington D.C. Just you, placed like
a stalk of bamboo in the center of Mao Mao’s habitat
via 360-degree camera installation. Diplomacy between
superpowers used to be so cute.

IRL, CJ’s pod sits in a giant warehouse down the street
from his apartment. The first six floors are all brick
with carpeted hallways and a welcome desk in the lobby.
This is the original facility. When they pivoted they
added about 50 floors of metal skeleton, steel cables,
and wiring trusses where they just plug pods in and out
like memory cards. The hallways up here are wide and
concrete.  No carpet and no receptionist either. Access
to floors &+ came only via the unmarked elevator bank
in the alley around the back.
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<minzr> Theory 1: The Granddaughter of Labor Royalty

One theory that emerged very early is related to a
Polish psychologist and a dead Russian.  Since its
launch, Alex-42 has remained largely apolitical.
However, its pro-worker code bias is a key to its
success. It was created as a counterbalance to the
Aggs. A42 sought to level the playing field, not remove
the opposing player. It was an evolutionary, not
revolutionary ,approach that didn’t go far enough for
some.

Despite this many initial readers of the manifesto
focused on the use of the Marxist terms “base” to
signify the cogs and “superstructure” as the focus of
the Agency as a signal that the true underpinnings were
to be found in Marx’s critiques of capitalism, class,
and ownership. Others attributed the terms to an
architectural lineage. This line did not lend itself to
enough clickbait and was quickly dispatched .

The Marxists paired their belief with a series of
papers produced by the granddaughter of a legendary
labor leader from the end of the 20th century. Her
research focused on job fulfillment and had sought to
explain what was termed the “Great Resignation” that
followed the lock-in. Her papers were interpreted to
show that societal underperformance was due largely to
misappropriation of labor. What Marx called, “voluntary
entrance into an exploitative relationship,” and she
called, “misalignment of expectation fulfillment.”
Close enough for the fans of Karl.

While this camp is small, they are loud. They have been
here since the beginning and show no signs of shutting
up.
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The NXP

Dora stands in front of three tunnels.  Above each in
Ye Olde Tyme Carnival font was the name of the
experience. The interface always reminds her of old
“Tunnel of Love” images with the flashing lights and
entrance blocked by a waving curtain. Dora has about
100 minutes until the start of the challenge.  The
others had all ported back to their workshops or logged
off to grab some food before the kickoff.

She was going to take the time to prepare her mind by
going through a short neural fitness experience. Each
of the choices in front of her would take her through a
sensory experience designed specifically, not for her
but for her subconscious. Some of the NXPs even said it
in their ads. “It’s not for you, it is for your
subconscious. But you can come too.”

The promotional videos were the best. The announcer
would talk about the weather while your eyes and ears
were fed light flashes, micro images, and binaural
beats. By the end of the video, they actually told you
not to call right away but take some time to think
about it. The video was designed to trigger a craving
system in your brain.  By the end of it you were
scrambling for your phone and just hearing the names of
the various experiences initiated a salivary response.
It was typical drug dealer stuff.  Give the first one
away for free and then you can charge them whatever you
want.

The Agency would only sanction NXPs with “value-adding”
outcomes. That meant if you wanted to cool down after a
difficult day or get ready to take a test or even do
some personal therapy there was an experience for you.
Sitting in her Pod Dora slips on her FMRI cap and picks
“Coherent Light”, the NXP Dora does before every client
kickoff. The display of the output from her sensor pack
bursts with reds, yellows, and blues as her cog slips
through the curtain.  Slowly the colors converge into a
single circle of yellow light. In thirty minutes she
will be ready to focus on what lies ahead.
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You had to go outside Alex-42 for the recreational
NXPs. Most of the music festivals had set up their own
worlds and nothing goes better with music than some
mind alteration. Jazz had its heroin. The hippies had
cemented their marriage with drum circles,
Sufispinning, and  drugs of course. Disco got coke, the
ravers had Molly and then the designer weed,
toad-licking psychonauts got everything else.  And
through it all, Country music got the booze.

The NXPs at the festival worlds were fifty clicks to
match the length of a knob-turning DJ set. The digital
wristband holders reported all the familiar psychedelic
tropes. “It is not the same,” Dora remembers arguing
with Taye. ”Not being able to just pull yourself out
was part of the trip. Buy the ticket, take the ride,”
she had explained.

”Doesn’t matter. You will never see me in one of those
things.  You can hack my cog but you can't hack me.  I
am air-gapped and proud,” boasted Taye.

Dora finds this curious since Taye has an implanted
insulin monitor that broadcasts his levels to his
phone, and probably anyone else nearby, every three
minutes. Then it waits to receive instructions on how
much of a drug to release into his system. A drug that,
in the wrong dose, could throw him into seizures in
minutes. The only air gap was between Taye’s ears.
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Mechanix are Builders

Mechanix build cogs. Cogs are simply a mechanic’s
digital appendage. Visually for some, it is their
digital dream twin showing off the body, hair, and even
fashion sense that exists only in the mind of the
mechanic. For some. all cogs are a mashup of gaming
avatars and curriculum vitae.

The avatar part was pretty normal.  Pick a base and
skin them the way you want. Hardly a breakthrough.
What no one saw coming was the impact that the cogs
would have on diversity. Since identities were chosen
not issued by genetics issues like hiring bias and
discrimination seemed to almost magically fade. It was
hard to claim that you were being looked at differently
when the hiring manager was a tutu-wearing hippopotamus
and they had chosen an 80’s style disco queen with blue
hair over you.  If the skill tree was a match the work
was issued.

You could always find out who the mechanic behind the
cog was.  Most sovereigns required that they were all
registered for tax purposes.  But you would need to do
a fair amount of work and while people are obviously
biased they are also lazy. That is not to say
everything was fair. Diversity was an industry to
itself so the consultants, think tanks, and authors
quickly turned their attention towards which avatars
were privileged; lions, orangutans, and owls, and which
ones were not; hippos, seals, and rats.  Anti-reptile
bias was the current issue on the platform. Some cogs
had even started skinning themselves in scaly shirts
that read ‘ally’ with the two el’s shaped like snakes.

The skill tree was the key.  Each cog had a profile
that they built from past jobs.  This was the starting
place.  After that, the cog could level up by
completing games, challenges, and puzzles that modified
their profile.  The skill tree was also playable.  If
you were a master logistician in the real world when
you played SimCity your skill level was detected and
matched with a higher level.
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It worked in reverse as well. When an Agg needed a
project manager for a big construction contract they
could tap into the talent that had achieved level 45 or
higher on SimCity. This instantly made all those hours
spent with a joystick or phone in hand worth something.

CJ’s current cog profile has strengths in conceptual
cycles, meta-cognition, and systems strategy. CJ has
tried to complete some chess/go mods to upgrade the
strategy skills but he never seems to finish it.  The
backgammon-based mods he installed a while ago,
improved his cog’s skill stack enough for typical Agg
work anyway. Most of the micro-work he does on Alex-42
is mod building so if anything he should probably
invest a little in some planning or resource management
enhancements.  Aggs are all about being on time and on
budget and if he is honest he will admit to getting
lost in the process on more than one occasion.
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2000:1

“Welcome to UnStuck X: The Slippening, a two
thousand-to-one event sponsored by DuPont, ILC, and the
Mars FTW Interstellar Impact Fund, the only investment
fund dedicated to protecting indigenous people on other
planets. As teams, you have earned your invitation by
demonstrating your creativity, pragmatism, and
competitive drive in prior 2000:1 events.  Well, this
is the shot you have been working for. Take full
advantage of it.”

CJ Lahn’s cog is staring out over a large domed arena
not dissimilar to the ones that hosted sporting and
music events in the past. Back then no one saw anything
wrong with gathering tens of thousands of people into a
confined space to share air, food, and bathrooms. It
was a ritual for many regions, similar to going to
church.  Neither ritual survived the lockdown. Looking
out from the large balcony that extends the team’s
room, CJ is impressed with the heavily logoed
cybertecture.

At one end of the oblong dome, there are three large
video blocks floating in a horizontal row.  The center
one features a talking head. CJ thinks he recognizes
her from social media but can’t place the face without
the handle. On the balcony, his team’s avatars are
waving their hands in the air.

Seej1521: @ZIZwheel Who is that?

DoraDaPHD: That’s the woman who tokenized the
asteroid that hit outside Tucson.
She is a big space philanthropist
now that she’s rich

Seej1521: Didn’t the government decide it
wanted the asteroid back after it
hit?
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DoraDaPHD: Yep.  But eventually, they came to
an agreement. She was at the last
inauguration

PXLrunsthruit: I heard she staked both candidate
campaigns

Taye, aka PXLrunsthruit, is the team’s resident
conspiracy theorist who calls Dan Brown novels ’gateway
drugs. CJ has filters blocking as many of the ninfos as
he could. Yet he always got the latest
dis/misinformation meme from Taye. Taye had never met a
bot he didn’t believe. Luckily he was the quant guy and
numbers don’t lie.

Tokenizing started during the lockdown. It started with
landlords who suddenly found themselves with buildings
full of tenants that could not leave and couldn’t pay.
No one wanted to take the risk of buying big buildings
so selling was not an option. Instead, they just let
tenants buy tokens for their apartments.  The landlord
gets a cut every time someone moves in and out. The
building is run by the tenants and the landlords go to
the beach with fat wallets. Now almost all big assets
are tokenized.

“So this woman sees this asteroid coming,” recalls CJ
as he grabs an energy drink out of the fridge in his
pod. “Figures if it hits anything someone is going to
want to sue someone for the damages. You can’t sue the
universe and the government isn’t going to step up. She
gets the three governments, where her algos predict the
rock is most likely going to come down to grant her the
mining rights in exchange for her taking the blame for
damages.” He looks at his dog sleeping in the corner as
if he has asked the question. “She tokenizes the
insurance premium, which I am sure was not cheap and
hopes that it doesn’t fall into a deep part of the
ocean or a major city. It lands in the desert and is
full of pricey minerals. All the token holders get paid
small fortunes and now everything is tokenized.” He
sits back in his chair and nods to the still sleeping
animal smug in his understanding. It was all a bit
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dodgy at first but now everyone wants their asteroid
money.

The giant floating head continues, “What we are doing
together over the next two thousand is important to the
success of our planet’s mission to expand our presence
in space. As the founder of Mars FTW, I like to say we
are committed to making sure our blankets are clean.
The suits that we wear must be good for our astronauts
and good for anyone we encounter on our travels.” She
smiles, “and the grand prize isn’t bad either. Let me
now turn it over to Dr. Bowman who will tell you more
about the challenge in front of us. Dr. B.” The screen
flashes blue, then black, then shows an older gentleman
sitting in front of a display of space suits.

The two screens on the ends switch from rippling blue
water screensavers to a mosaic of company logos. CJ
used to go to this type of event all the time with
other teams. The name, 2000:1, is a play on the length
of the event, two thousand clicks or two days, and the
one winning idea selected at the end of that time. The
format started as online hackathons and had a
distinctly Kubrick-esque feeling. And a lot more
trash-talking between teams.  But that was before the
LiveNation takeover. No more obelisk logo and no more
posting memes of the other teams as kittens chasing
yarn.

The events are now serious competition for the
sports-challenged. Before CJ joined Ziz he would show
up early, wander around the Mezz and pick up with a
team. Now you have wheels that have big consulting
firms or software developers as sponsors. CJ’s wheel is
named Ziz because of some late night scrabble tile:base
two conversions that Taye proposed and that seemed a
lot more clever at the time. The various plans for
finding a team sponsor, discussed at the same meeting,
have yielded similar results.

“Since Apollo 7 we have been the tailor to the stars.
The real ones. Now we are challenging you to help us
dress the next generation of galactic superheroes.” The
marketing hype sounded awkward coming out of Dr. Bowman
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and you could see him reading ahead and almost
grimacing before the words emerged. ”So for the next
two thousand let’s keep our heads in the clouds and our
feet on the ground as we explore the frontier of
fabric.” You could hear a small clap and some faint
words of encouragement coming from the other side of
the doctor’s camera. He looked quickly to the side and
then back with a hint of renewed enthusiasm.

“Our mission is to identify monetization strategies for
a bundle of zero friction, electrically neutral
fabrics. Combined with a low gravity environment, this
polymer could allow for the movement and positioning of
low tolerance components and or people with small
amounts of energy, little damage, and no risk of
dangerous static charges.” You could tell by the
growing smile on his face that this is what the good
doctor wanted to talk about. “But how to use it is what
we have asked you all here for. Now let me introduce
our panel of judges.” Images positioned over the middle
of the dome’s floor, also tiled with sponsor names,
appear. They offer shiny retouched headshots and bold
titles for each of the esteemed panel.  Four featured
lab coats and two showed suits, no ties. CJ liked to
know who he was going to be pitching to.

As they listened to the doctor sing the praises of his
super smart panel the team chat came to life.

kimsung: So a giant frying pan in space?

DoraDaPHD: We talked about this earlier
It’s fabric but just so we don’t
start the brainstorming with a blank
slate we will start there

Smart_Ish If I was a bartender and we had
these sliding coasters how long
could the bar be such that I could
slide a beer down to a customer?

BesharaA$: Hey let’s focus.

kimsung: What are the bar and mug made of?
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BesharaA$: Not helpful

kimsung: 16 oz or 12 oz?

BesharaA$: I can’t wait to get our headsets
turned on after this welcome session

Smart_Ish What type of beer?

BesharaA$: Get it out of your systems now

kimsung I can alter the physics on the
curling sim I wrote to match the
coefficient

Smart_Ish We are going to need a bigger rink

CJ just watched it all scroll by. The team had gone on
a playdate earlier. They ran around blowing up some
strange subterranean pirates.  As they dug for treasure
and shot weird worms they talked about team roles and
got a quick download from Eudora. She had attended the
technical briefing a few days ago.  From the science
side, she was Ziz’s point person.  On the product side,
it was Ishikana Tevi or Ish. Kim was Ziz’s code guy and
CJ was going to run point on overall business.

They had all met online. Only Beshara and Ish had ever
met IRL. Ish had done all the branding for a conference
in Qatar that Beshara had spoken at.  Karaoke videos
and some strange live-streaming clips had convinced
most of the team that virtual was close enough.

They have been working together as a team for almost a
year now.  After the first 2000:1 challenge they did,
it was obvious to everybody that they needed a referee.
Beshara Al-Saadi is Ziz’s ref. She is a no-bullshit,
self-identified OCD control-seeker.  She keeps Ziz on
task, cuts off unproductive discussions, calls timeouts
when needed, and does them all in such a non-emotional
way no one takes it personally. The process is her
thing. Her cog today features a striped shirt and a
whistle. She loves her job.
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Beshara_A$ The doctor is almost done

Smart_Ish I want a beer

CJ Looked around the stadium at the other team boxes.
Each one was adorned with a display putting the team
name and sponsor logo in lights. He saw that
CrimsonStars, a collegiate team of rising graduate
students, was here as was McBainsy, an oddball
collective of over-priced consulting alums. Ziz had
just beaten them in a challenge based on the board game
Risk.

“So as you can see, our judges are excited to hear what
you all come up with. Let me quickly take you through
the process and then talk a little about the grand
prize.” Dr. Bowman was back to reading the script.  His
eyes moved back and forth following each line.

“There are 3 levels. Level one is zero to 1250 when we
will down-select ten wheels. If yours is not one of the
selected ideas then you are welcome to take it with
you. Work on it and come back to us at any time in the
future. For those selected, 1250 to 2000 is level two.
Our product finance and science teams will be available
for consultation. Then, when the clock hits 2000, we
will pick the three top ideas. In addition to the
level-up bonuses, all three of the finalists will
receive a stake in any tokenized enterprise coming out
of their idea. We look forward to seeing what you come
up with.”

The key was to make it to the second and third levels.
The Lugals for an invite-only challenge like this were
nice, even split between the six cogs. But it was the
staking that everyone was in it for.  Everyone in
Alex-42 has a “friend” that got staked at a challenge
and then that business took off.  From reflective paint
for reducing the heat that bounces off of roadways to
french fry coatings. These technology transfer
challenges, where companies try to figure out uses for
patents they have lying around, have created a bunch of
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urban legend millionaires.  Maybe it wasn’t meteor
money but it was something.

The floating displays flicker and gently morph into
flowing water and logos.  Suddenly CJ’s headset comes
on.  His head is filled with the entire team talking as
side conversations are merged into the team channel. As
he adjusts his volume CJ sees his mute light come on
and everything goes silent again.  He knows Beshara has
muted them all.

“So nice of all of you to come today.” She said in
eerily soft tones. “I very much want to win this so if
you would all think back to what we talked about this
afternoon and look at your clock. Now does anyone have
any questions?” The mute light went dark on CJ’s screen
but there was still no sound. “Great. Remember, if you
are going to be chatting take it to a side room or your
own workshop. The first pulse check is 45 from now.”
And so the 2000 begins.
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Ampersand

Dora steps off the porch of the foam-green Twain into
an almost impenetrable humidity. The long flat roof of
the Twain was covered with a patchwork of solar panels
and wildflowers. The panels keep her place, made up of
twin shipping containers, powered and only sporadically
in need of drawing off the local grid.  The flowers
supported the local bee community for which she was
entitled to two jars of fresh honey every 28 days.

She had bought the twain from a friend who built it as
a DIY project during the shutdown. Anchored, like a
dock, to 12 pilings on a foundation of super buoyant
foam the twain sat a couple of feet above the ground.
With the umbilical cord to major utilities loosely
hanging in flexible pipes, the home was ready to float
upwards, comfortably riding any floodwaters with ill
intentions. Lots of folks had left prior to the carbon
crisis when the water levels had started rising. While
the levels had stopped rising, the water was still
little more than a summer-storm away in some
neighborhoods.

The city of Ampersand, like all great cities, was a
port town. Like Dubrovnik, Istanbul, Stockholm, Lisbon,
Bizerta, and Tortuga, there was something different
about a port town.  Different even from the town just
10 kilometers inland. Ampersand had been a port town
for a long time,  Long enough to have conducted its
business, both legal and not so, under several
sovereign flags.  But rather than erase the prior
landlord’s handiwork, the new owners had chosen instead
to just add a new layer on top. This left the city’s
past in plain sight and as relevant to its future as
its latest coat of paint.

This also resulted in an often comical confluence of
cultural ghosts. Streets that changed their name
mid-city. Directions requiring pronunciations that
would make you stutter. An odd mosaic of architectural
styles hinting at the long-ago tastes of this nation or
that one. These were friendly hauntings of the past,
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spoken of as if they were scary neighbors who were,
“nice once you got to know them.”

Some cultures were only minor influences, but each left
its mark. Like graffiti artists tagging a new spot, the
world’s people came through for trade but spent the
nights contributing food, music, dress, and
celebrations to the strange night. It wasn’t
appropriation. It was more like a memetic, lost and
found. An odd collection of ideas that travelers had
dropped on their way through town leaving Ampersand’s
dance halls, menus, and calendars, a uniquely strung
necklace of cultural beads to wear.

The locals will tell you that the port’s name comes
from the shape of the river that flows into the sea
here. Before it hits the mouth it dances around like a
drunken sailor forcing the water to flow in all four
ordinal directions depending on bend and tide. The
local will even draw you a map resembling the design
for a sadistic rollercoaster. Then they will smile.
Like a tale of hidden treasure in your backyard, you
want to believe it when you hear it. But you know it’s
not true.

The truth is that while no one wanted to run the city,
with its headaches of services and governance, nobody
wanted to leave. When the port changed imperial hands,
the new landlord, full of sober confidence, would
assume the title of Executive Administrator. The prior
country was then relegated to the Office of Consulting
Administrator. This was essentially a Minister without
the bothersome portfolio. While they held no actual
power they were ostensibly there as a courtesy to
protect the heritage of their nation’s time as
Executive.

Historically, the handover ceremonies were quite the
affair. The ascending country would throw a week’s
worth of parties leading up to the official parade and
gold key exchange. Having retreated to some corner of
the city the descending country would often then throw
a month’s worth of parties enjoying the city like a
friend’s boat. It had happened so many times that it
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had become an official part of the transfer ceremony.
It is called Acquiescence and it comes with its own
traditions. In fact, handoffs occurring prior to
Acquiescence gaining cultural status have now been
re-chronicled to include the postpartum festivities.

The ever-growing list of Consulting Administrators did
have one pseudo-important job. They had ceremonial
signing requirements.  This meant that all formal
decrees coming from the office of the Executive must
also contain recognition of co-authorship by all
consulting countries. Over time, this meant that every
decree trumpeted the port’s current country and then
its former country & the one before that & the one
prior to that & so on & so on.

This list was eventually replaced by a single large
ampersand under which the prior executives would affix
their consulting signature, seal, or chop. This change
had the added benefit of reducing the document length
dramatically. Port of [insert current sovereign here]
was now simply the married name of this place, used
only for formal documents or ceremonies. The port’s
maiden name was Ampersand and Dora could think of no
better place to be IRL.
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Alley Cats

“So let’s see what we’ve got,” CJ shouts as he claps
his hands together. The ambient lights in the pod dim
as his workshop walls grow brighter and the simple
japan di loft becomes a twinned street corner in the
Akihabara district of Tokyo. Small square signs stacked
up the sides of narrow buildings offer everything the
digitally feral might need. While his freshly built mod
is scheduled to be released and available in the new
Aerospace hub next month the beta testers CJ wants to
come here.  They come here to try the new, the
jailbroken, the not-yet-certified, and the
never-will-be-certified. These testers make their
living claiming bounties for breaking things. CJ’s mods
will never get pushed this hard by the guild members
but CJ always wanted to know.  Plus he always hid some
easter eggs and wanted to see who might find them.

Before the gatos locos can take it for a spin CJ
decides to take it out for a final shakedown flight.
“You have to eat your own cat food,” he mumbles to
himself as takes a seat in the chair at the center of
his workshop and pulls his glasses down from their
perch on his forehead. On lens CJ’s cog walks into an
alley bracketed by electronics manufacturer logos.
Under a small awning, he solves a quick door code
puzzle.  The door buzzes and he slides it open ducking
under the dirty noren to reach the elevator inside.

The elevator doors open to a small lounge space. CJ
walks past a small group of karaoke singers, not
recognizing any of the names above their cogs, and
straight to the back door.  Ish, who owns this space,
put karaoke in his waiting room to give cogs something
to do while they waited to try out whatever mod was
being tested in the back. Now some just came for the
karaoke.

In the backroom, CJ snaps his cog into the download
chair. Ish has skinned it looks like an old barbershop
chair so you can recline and spin it around if you
want. CJ’s cog is skinned in his “working suit”. His
cog wears a light blue t-shirt, jeans, and a gray
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blazer with orange pinstripes. It is a simple look that
flatters his beak and bioluminescent fur.  It is also
the one that you are most likely to see should you meet
CJ in Alex-42.

His avatar is a platypus.  CJ tells people he likes the
symbolism of an animal that defies categorization. He
mostly sees it as a fun way to gauge bias, openness,
and humor with people that he meets. Most folks quickly
develop a blindness to the avatar. CJ had quickly and
gratefully gone blind to the branded Pokemon avatar one
of his occasional collaborators uses. But some people
can’t get past it. For them, he has a simple humanoid
form preset that resembles an old profile pic too. CJ
calls it his camouflage tuxedo. It’s saved in inventory
as ‘imposter’ skin.

CJ spins the chair for effect and launches the mod.

After a short pre-roll that CJ hopes will feature a
paying sponsor, the on-lens view changes to the in-mod
POV. After a short title and warning sequence, the
boldface type filling CJ’s eyes declares itself
‘intentionally left blank”. The words appear to be
breathing.  Gently expanding and then collapsing back
to size.  Three deep breaths later the screen goes
dark. CJ is taken to a seat on a commercial plane. The
seat provides a full view of the movie screen between
coach and first class and the room fills with a dull
roar. The sound is similar to jet noise but CJ has
actually soundtracked random binaural frequencies as
part of a research study. The in-flight movie has just
begun,

“All jet engines consist of 5 core systems; an inlet,
a compressor, a combustion chamber, a turbine...”
After a couple of minutes of video diagrams and
explanations, CJ is instructed to open the window exit
by the seat and proceed out onto the wing. As soon as
he does the cabin becomes a whirlwind of flying paper
and dangling masks.

Exiting the plane CJ is buffeted by the wind making
standing still a challenge. CJ reflexively fidgets
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with the joystick on the chair arm keeping his cog
squarely in the middle of the wing. He can also
clearly see the engine below the wing in flames. As
the plane gradually loses altitude a voice cuts
through the wind noise and instructs him to identify
repairs to the engine based on a series of clues and
his new understanding of the core systems. All this
must be done before the plane crashes in the ocean
below leaving him floating with a seat cushion, “which
may be used as a flotation device in the case of a
water landing.” the voice adds courteously.

The total time for the Mod when successfully completed
is just under 5 minutes.  But it is designed for a
first-time failure rate of 40%. The experience is the
introductory mod for a series on propulsion systems. In
addition to being a great mod pack for anyone looking
to up their cog’s skill stack, it is also going to be
used by the guild to identify candidates for a new
turbine mechanic apprenticeship program.

The questions are presented against the cloudy blue
sky.  Correct answers make the flames pouring out from
under the wing lessen.  Incorrect answers seem to pour
fuel on them. Despite knowing the correct answers, CJ
fails the first time. Though he has seen it hundreds of
times during development, the sight of his platypus
floating in the water holding a seat cushion still
makes him laugh.

He skillfully completes the inflight repairs the second
time through and the mod results are verified, adding
the relevant credits to his cog’s spec sheet. Shakedown
complete. He sends a text to Ish to let him know that
he can offer 100 free beta rides with ISh’s standard
bounty program. He will use the data from these first
runs to do a debugging and optimization cycle before
shipping it. Unless they break it. It hasn’t happened
to him but he is also slow to test. CJ knows it is just
code but breaking his mod feels personal. Too personal
for CJ. That is why he is slow to test.
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Brandy’s

Dora turned left at the end of the block heading up the
street to the bar. Brandy’s was an old-school bar that
never closed. It had been open around the clock for
almost fifty years. And that was long before people
started cycling their sleep to work with folks halfway
around the globe. When it opened the stools were filled
with barge workers and service industry staff from
other places in town. No matter what time they
finished, or started working, Brandy's stood ready to
welcome them.

Dora walks past the storefronts on the block between
her place and Brandy's. They look unchanged from
before-times. But you don’t go in them anymore. The
fronts are blocked three deep by scooters picking up
deliveries. It’s like watching bees in a hive. You are
never sure how a new arrival ends up at the front to
collect their package. But a few wiggles after
appearing at the back of the queue there they are. Then
the rider takes the package that has automagically
appeared at the front door and with a visor flip they
are gone.  Quickly becoming nothing more than a red
tail light disappearing into the soggy night.

Dora’s favorite dinner spot is on this block.  She
feels bad ordering delivery from here but the gyoza is
addictive. Once she tried to save the rider the
half-block trip by walking in to pick it up herself.
The owner looked shocked to see someone standing there.
No helmet, no riding leathers, no warming box, just
Dora smiling. There was no smile as the owner handed
her order to the rider that stood there waiting. Down
went the visor.  The rider was waiting outside her
door, her visor still down when she arrived back home
two minutes later. She shakes her head as she fights
her way through the throng of riders and continues down
the block.

Brandy's focused on live music, the hand-tainted awning
out front boasting that it had been “putting the R in
IRL since 1987.” However, it did show an old trivia
game on the screens behind the bar. Dora loved coming
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out and competing against her barstool neighbors. She
is always surprised by how much people know about
obscure shit.  She is also frequently surprised by who
it is that knows it.

After running a category’s worth of astrophysics
questions, two Digerani, who looked like they survived
on breakfast cereal and rainwater, were discovered to
be experts on Martian sand.  They were in town to study
something or other about the silt at the river mouth.
Jellyvision, the game company that produced the trivia
show, had underestimated the motley yet brainy crew at
Brandy's.

Harry Gottlieb, the founder of Jellyvision, was once
rumored to be the anonymous creator of a trust fund
that provided all the restaurant and bar staff in
Ampersand with a small check every week. “What’s the
name of that fund that tips you every week?” shouted
Dora at the bartender. Her air quotes frozen awkwardly
on her hands.

“Brunch. Must. Die,” replied the bartender without
turning around.

Brunch Must Die was a benefactor fund, a new type of
fully automated mechanism set up when they changed the
inheritance laws. Assuming the intent was social impact
and recipients met the pre-defined criteria all a donor
had to do was set the rules and transfer the currency.
Every person that identified as the target recipient
group would then receive pro rata periodic payments.
Benefactor funds had been set up by grateful parents
for teachers, patients for first-responders and, lonely
widows for cat shelters. Art school students, parks,
citizen science groups and retirement homes had all
been recipients.

The BMD fund has served to attract the brightest in the
service industry business to Ampersand. Known for its
hospitality since its establishment, the port now draws
the world's best. During the shut down the world
mourned for the service industry.  They publicly feared
that unable to participate in the digital
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transformation the IRL people clad in black were the
bank tellers and elevator operators of the day. But
after being disconnected for months a new appreciation
emerged for these keepers of social nourishment. Some
even tied the rapid increase in therapy and emotional
support pets directly to the loss of time with
bartenders.

Gottlieb had officially denied being the benefactor.
However, in the video statement released by
Jellyvision, he admitted that he had learned more from
working in bars than he had from his alma mater where
he had in fact provided a sizable endowment.
Ampersand’s service industry showed its appreciation
for this public endorsement with a t-shirt featuring
his face on the front and “Please phrase your answer in
the form of a whiskey” on the back.
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<minzr> Theory 2: The Gang of Rogue Labor Economists

In the early 21st century the education machinery,
created largely as part of the industrial revolution
and often seen as a factory starting to rust. Developed
countries, eager to extend or protect their lead in a
world driven more by minds than backs, were
increasingly seeing the output of its great factories
of knowledge as outdated or inadequate for its
aspirations. Emerging economies found the top-down
education approach largely unworkable in their mode of
day-to-day survival.

Universities, once hallowed halls of great innovation
and advances worthy of outsized tuition and esteem,
came under fire from all sides. Including the inside.
In the years prior to the release of the A-42
manifesto, a loosely organized group of economists from
the University of Chicago were becoming infamous as
academic saboteurs.

It began with the publication of an unauthorized
research study examining whether the tenure system was
of any value to the academic fields it claimed to
propel. The conclusions, published in a barely-read
academic journal, were picked up by the mainstream
press. Over the course of the ensuing summer semester,
the fallout turned ivy-covered halls around the world
brown.

The conclusions were starkly anti-tenure. The report
cited a narrowing of focus at a time when lateral
thinking was required. It noted absurd levels of
protectionism by academic fields of study, including
the prohibition on citations of certain authors’ work
for fear of blurring domain boundaries. There were also
the expected instances of “-isms” of all types.  But
the true crime in the eyes of the academic
establishment was the use of the term “benchwarmers” to
describe the tenured. Petty? Yes. Surprising? Not in
the least.

With the attention of the media captured, the group
then turned its attention toward the Government. To be
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specific, the United States Federal Reserve’s Board of
Governors. This well-heeled group of economists was the
so-called guardians of the United States’ monetary
policy. Their decisions moved markets, changed interest
rates for consumers, and balanced the dragons of
inflation and growth.  Except they didn’t.

Murphy’s Gang, as the economists were called thanks to
a press conference they had given from a ballpark bar,
had deftly shown that the tools of the Fed were little
more than window dressing. They accused the Fed of
malpractice, claiming that the data they were using to
justify their actions was rife with assumptions,
omissions, outright fallacies …and an anti-worker bias.

The Alex-42 originalists jumped on the baseball field
connection, the gang’s position on unemployment, and
especially their position on inflation. Following the
lock-in, Aggs had found it hard to lure workers back
without making concessions. Wages rose as workers held
out for higher pay and better employment. Rising wages
were passed on to the consumer in the form of higher
prices. Aggs were certainly not going to sacrifice
profit to pay workers fairly. Consumers were literally
paying for their own raises.  And giving their boss one
as well.

The problem was solved for the Aggs, but not for the
Fed. For the Fed, inflation was one of the money
metrics.  Money metrics were ones that impacted the
governors’ consulting and book fees. The real reason
many went into “public service” in the first place.
With no real tools at their disposal they did what they
had always done, they tried to talk it away.

It was in the volumes of words that they chose that
many would come to see this as the moment governments
made their allegiance to the Aggs clear.  Some
government officials asked workers not to ask for
raises in order to limit inflation. Most governments
made it clear that not working for pre-lock-in wages
was a sign of laziness. In any case, the quiet part was
said out loud and it would not be forgotten by the
workers.
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Technorani

Taye had started by swapping houses with a scientific
researcher in Tokyo. At the time Taye’s income was
mostly doing gig work for his former Agg. It was remote
of course. His employer had shuttered 25 floors of
their center city high rise just months after the
shutdown.  The Company name still shone brightly from
the rooftop but all the windows below were dark.

Taye house-surfed around for almost a full year.
Visiting places he had always wanted to see. Reading
weird books from his host’s bookshelves at night. In
his heart, he knew that his old job was never coming
back. But he wasn’t sure he was ready to fully embrace
his new digital nomadism. There was something about
having a home, just a few rooms tucked on a back street
near nothing, that made him feel safe.

When his former Agg was acquired, making a pretty sum
for the shareholders, Taye and thousands of gig workers
were cut off. With his regular income slashed Taye knew
it was time to make some decisions.  Within a month he
had converted his place and most of his belongings into
a sizable account balance. He did a half-assed
conversion of a small van he bought online and he was
officially Digirani.

The first year on the road Taye was definitely Ramen.
He traveled in a pack doing mostly online piecework on
A-42 like training AI engines, data scrubbing, and
QA/QC. It was a waste of his skills but it gave him
enough to live. The Ramen clan may not be the biggest
earners but they were living on their terms and proud
of it. They had even repurposed an old punk band meme
as their official t-shirt. Stickers and flags of this
presidential-looking seal adorned the tents, trailers,
and computers of their roving band of misfit
peripherals.

After a while, the Aggs accepted the new way of work
and better work came online. Work now fell largely into
three categories. Ramen work, which made for good side
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hustles, gig work which was everything employees used
to do just broken up into small pieces, and “stake and
potatoes” work, where the worker got some Lug but also
some ownership.  This was most of what he did now.

Taye’s wallet showed his coin balance, most of which
was in Lugal since most of his work was done in
Alex-42. But it also showed his stake portfolio and
what the market was for them. If work got scarce again
he could always sell some of his stakes. He had bought
some  outright but most of the portfolio was earned. He
had helped CJ out with a mod a while back.  Now every
time someone pays for that mod a little slice of it
ends up in Taye’s wallet.
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The E&N Club
“Have you been to the club in The Seychelles yet?” asks
the short, tanned, and extremely heavy-set guy sitting
next to Taye. ”I wrote my last two algorithms there.
And a really bad ebook” he adds. Taye is sitting at a
beach bar on the coast of Central America. The round
bar sits between the blue waves of the gulf and the
placid mirror that is the resort’s swimming pool.

At the other end of the pool sits a collection of small
white stucco cottages. These houses all the amenities
of a traditional luxury resort; spa, concierge, gym,
and a multi-disciplinary dietary center. With custom
supplements, menu consultation, bespoke meal planning,
and gut biome assessment this was no mere
all-you-can-eat buffet.

“I’ll have another Kind & Rind,“ Taye tells the
bartender. Giving her a look that screams ‘make this
guy go away.’The K+R was a resort-concocted blend of
local fruit zest and THC served in a tall glass of
sparkling water. The description online said that it
had been engineered to provide maximum anxiety relief.
If this guy kept talking Taye was going to need a few
more. ”This is my first time at an E&N resort,” Taye
lies, trying to avoid the additional conversation he
knows is sure to come.

“Well I have been to seven so far and they are all
great.” Taye had online stalked this guy after meeting
him briefly last night. His Alex-42 profile avatar was
that of an Athenian Sorceress complete with white
flowing robes and a jeweled headpiece. The profile also
noted that Melpomene99 was the creator of the
lab-on-a-chip concept which dramatically improved
healthcare while simultaneously decimating the
diagnostic lab industry.

Mel was part of the moveable feast crowd. He traveled
from a digital resort to a friend’s private commune to
another resort all the while living off his stakes.
Some of this crowd had bought their way in by
converting their IRL privilege for digital stakes.
Some, like Mel, had just done work that ended up being
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really valuable. “Working without ownership is for
suckers,” shouts Mel as he raises a fresh cocktail.
This gets a cheer from the bar which is growing
increasingly busy. Where did all these people come
from?  Taye orders another drink.

E&N resorts, short for everywhere and nowhere to
reflect their digital and IRL locations, are a little
posh for Taye. While Mel and his gang live like this,
for Taye this was a rare treat. In spite of what he had
told sorceress Mel, he had been here a couple of times
before.

When it first opened he had taken the high-speed train
down from Houston and spent a week there. He stayed in
a  bure consisting of a bedroom with outdoor shower and
a small workshop. The workshop was spare but it had all
the necessary tech to do your work. And if you got
bored with your workshop you could always reserve a
cabana by the pool. The cabanas had all the same tech
but with the added bonus of a beach and a bar.

These days Taye made reservations here when his path or
his brain said to. His van was his bure now. It sat
parked along the walking path for a tropical garden on
the glamping end of the resort. Taye and the other
Digerani mainly came here for rest without completely
leaving the grid. Other than the clearing in the middle
of the garden, reserved for some high-end tent foolery,
you could walk the path for hours without seeing
another person. That’s why Taye was here. That and the
round-the-clock everything.  Since the guests at the
E&N were working on global timelines it meant that
their schedules were anchored by something other than
the beautiful sunrises and bird-filled twilights on the
resort. It meant the resort never slept.

“Good morning all,” said the pajama-clad woman as she
slipped into the seat between Taye and Mel. “or evening
if that suits you better.” Her silken pants almost
caused her to slip off the bar chair. “Didn’t I see you
at the board game table in the garden? I was the
loud-mouthed piece of trailer trash yelling about how I
lost my Magic player rating way back when. I am the
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blue Sprinter van,” she holds out her hand to Taye.
“Not really a trailer but we know what you call us.”
She was still holding Taye’s hand but said this last
part staring directly at Mel, who for the first time
since he sat down seemed speechless.  “My name is
Charlie.”.

“Trailer trash huh?  Didn't see the Ramen sticker on
the back of that shiny new van,“ ventured Taye,
uncomfortable with the silence which had lasted a bit
too long. Mel just stared trying to make sense of the
“fur is murder, silk is poop” logos that adorned
Brandy's shiny pajamas.

“You haven't even seen the one I have in Europe.  It's
a real tour bus.  Just like having your penthouse with
you at all times.  Hardly worth it over here though.
Unless you are on charging highways the range is no
better than the van. And compared to the river barges
around Dijon or the de-fi yachts docked in Cyprus, even
my bus makes me look like ramen.” She smiled and waved
down the bartender ordering a mushroom tea with a
curated selection of local honey. “No more local coffee
for me.  When I first came here I drank so much coffee
I could feel the hair on my head growing.”
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Omaha Stakes

Charlie Omaha has been a high-potential resource since
she graduated from 9th grade.  She had won a number of
mathematical and coding challenges in her early teens.
At 18 she had set a record in a stock trading contest.
By 20 she was heading up a trading desk and was
building high-frequency trading bots. By 25, the bots
she had written had replaced her and she was on her
own. One of her mentors from university had been one of
the staked in Alex-42 and suggested she check out the
pool. To hear her tell it, “I went for a quick morning
swim and never got out.”

The pool was part of the Alignment principle that
guided the launch of Alex-42. In simplest terms, it
views the world as creators, consumers or collectors of
value. Creators were the individuals and through their
efforts value was collected by a second entity and then
consumed by a third. Collectors could be projects,
products, brands, partnerships, or assets. Every
collector was owned by those that funded it and those
that built it. And a small stake was carved out for the
house. Alex-42 was the house and therefore had the
tiniest piece of the action on everything. These stakes
formed the pool.

The pool was like a stock market where everything was
on sale. Read a book that you like so much you thought
it would make a great movie? Buy a stake in the book
and benefit from every sale of the text or the film
rights. Hear a great new band?  Buy a stake in the next
album. All of the stakes were available in the pool.
And the pool was a market for selling stakes too. Have
a falling out with a co-founder or need to fund your
next idea with your last? Go to the pool.

With all these stakes available it was obvious to
Charlie what came next. Omaha Stakes launched its first
index fund the day after the pool was opened. The index
fund selected 100,000 stakes for its first product,
offering anybody instant portfolio diversity. You no
longer had to earn a handful of stakes a year.  Thanks
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to Charlie your wallet benefited every time an indexed
collector won. Your successes were intertwined.

Sales from the pool generated coin for Alex-42. At the
end of the year, the mechanics of A42 voted on uses for
that coin.  Public works projects have been staked with
the Pool’s proceeds. Airdrops of cash or other assets
have also been funded. Sometimes a portion is just
burned as part of monetary policy.

A lot of pool funds have popped up since Omaha Stakes.
With the number of collector contracts topping a
billion, it takes a full-time bot army to dynamically
price and trade the pool. Some funds have taken sector
cuts like skin makers or unreal estate. Some have
looked at affinity groups.  Alumni of a particular
school or Agg are popular. Some have simply gone
gimmicky. Want to match the stakes of your favorite
celebrities? Try the FameStake Index fund. Want a fund
of the top collectors with a staked member whose wallet
total size is higher than X?  Lower than X? Omaha
Stakes has one.  New Algos are being built,
back-tested, and launched around the clock.

With trading bots whipping around the pool like
mosquitos on the surface of a quiet pond there was
still room for the picker. With Omaha cooking along,
this is what Charlie did now. She worked the “pennies”.
Thousands of collectors are being created every second.
At the time of creation, the stakes are issued. The
initial drop is 100,000 units with each unit worth a
penny or 1/100 of a Lugal. Alex-42 gets its stake and
they go in the pool at a penny until a transaction
reprices them.  This is where Charlie swims.

She was playing the Law of Small Numbers.  If a stake
moves up the smallest bit, one penny, she doubles her
money. The key was finding stakes that moved.  You
didn't have to find a lot of them but you had to find
some. That was why she was riding around the globe in a
mobile office. By traveling with the Digirani she met
the people whose stakes moved. Maybe not a lot but her
decision threshold was binary. Move or no move. It was
that simple.
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Many of her peers had set up fancy offices in Alex-42.
But she was out here IRL. She was sitting around the
circle with dozens of mechanics every night. She was
hearing where new Digirani travel circuits were
emerging.  She connected usernames and stakes. She
heard about new opportunities and old opportunities
that were drying up. She bought stakes in the folks she
met. She bought stakes in their friends. If you were
smart, networked, and motivated and you met Charlie, it
is likely she bought stakes in all your collectors
later that night.

She was always upfront about it. Hell, she thought that
by showing her confidence in the mechanic they were
more likely to succeed. And having anyone other than
friends and family buy a stake was a point of pride for
many mechanics. Some investors called her approach,
“spray and pray,” and her, “the patron saint of trailer
trash.” Charlie was an atheist with a top-quartile
return for the last three years.  She didn’t care what
anyone called her.
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Taylors & Trees

The welcome portal for the A-42 Guild of Propulsion
Engineers drops you on a platform at the open end of a
giant hangar.  Modeled after the giant repair hangars
at airports, visitors were perched halfway up the ten
visible floors.  The hangar contained digital twins of
all types of engines. They were from all different
types of aircraft using all types of fuels and
approaches but they all made you go.

There was a large space on one side of the hangar floor
where the Artemis engine was going to render.  Lazare
knew the team at Stennis was still finishing the
twinning.  The guild had agreed to include a plaque
commemorating the program director's viral news quip,
“Without our engine, that thing is just a fancy stick.”
The guild’s informational session got so many plays
that day that the head of the guild sent the Director a
cake with an image of the fancy stick meme in the
icing.

One thing that jumps out to first-time visitors is that
most of the cogs here are wearing the same type of
shoe.  Regardless of the rest of the avatar, the canvas
hightop was everywhere. IRL the shoes had long ago
stopped screaming basketball and most buyers didn’t
even know who the namesake was for their “Chucks”.
Now, with the support of the manufacturer, they were
the preferred cog shoe for the guild’s engineers. The
same engineers that control the mechanical wrenches and
screwdrivers are responsible for fixing the rocket
engines on the lunar shuttle.

Mental athletes had their first sponsorship deal, the
guild had a new nickname for its members and Converse
sold a bunch of digital goods. Almost immediately the
colors began to identify subgroups.  Green shoes
indicate the eco-friendly combustibles, red the
high-powered combustion folks, and blue the cold fusion
gang. The guild also got a sizable check every year
from Converse which is used for promotions and support
of the museum and other activities related to the
propulsion engineer’s brand.
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The halls of the guild’s hub are the digital equivalent
of under construction.  No dust, just glitchy things
one day and then something different the next.  None of
it is structural. Lazare’s cog wanders through the
pixelating fire fountain made of rocket engines without
a glitch.  The walls are covered with video and stills
of the engines, rockets, and engineers across time.
There is a whole self-paced experience dedicated to
Chuck. “Kitty Hawk to Mars” is a great recruiting tool.
The folks from the Museum of Science and Industry did a
great job upcycling Chuck from the Wright brothers’
wrench turner into the iconic founding father of modern
aeromechanics. Initially, there was a lot of fighting
about spending  money on  branding when it was first
pitched.  That all ended when the endorsement deal was
signed and Converse agreed to produce it.

Lazare enters his PIN in front of the door. The room
identifier says “Diane Holl DC”. The keypad turns
green. Laz’s view shifts to the stacked windows of the
data center. The guild’s skill tree takes the large
center frame. He glances at the chat room to see who is
already there.  He unmutes himself. “I see the
performance unit numbers haven’t changed overnight,” he
begins. Today’s focus was the pipeline. Every day the
Aggs were modifying their PU cycle projections.  Match
this against the certs and trees of the guild members
and you have a view of your future.

More PU cycles than certs to deliver them and you had a
problem and an opportunity. The problem for the Aggs is
obvious. The opportunity for the guild is maybe less
so. With this single view, and there were plenty of
others, Lazare could now act as a deal-maker. Raise the
rate for the PUs by X and agree to add Y number of
certs in 90 days. The Aggs got the cycles they needed
and the guild members got mods to help them level up to
a higher rate. Since the data was available to
everyone, guild members could always choose to level up
to certs they saw growing in demand.  Since Aggs were
committing to 70% of their volume 90-days out, they had
to keep the projections real.
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Like the rings of a tree trunk, the skill map offers a
visual representation of the skills, tools, and
knowledge needed to get things done. From an I/O core
of literacies and numeracy to outer rings of domain
specific elements with a host of transferable skills in
between.  For each ring and every element in each ring,
a minimum standard is set.  These rings and standards
are then combined into performance units.  New needs in
the Agg market mean new combinations. Lazare calls
performance units, “jobs to be done” when he is
describing what he does to his family.  The unfortunate
acronym can be Aggregated to create traditional jobs.
Most of the time they aren’t. It’s more likely that
they are bundled based on the needs of a specific
project or run. In that way, the Agg can look to parse
out the PUs in the combination that gets them the
highest skill bundle at a lower cost.

Cogs get certified in PUs by demonstration and
validation, basically a test and a demo job. This
system has evolved quickly as the Aggs got comfortable
moving away from the “employee” mindset.  All the guild
members have access to their skill tree.  They can see
what their ratings are and the active certs they have.
The guild system also helps them find mods to level up.
The guild certs made it easier for Aggs to find what
they needed quickly.  All the PUs had certificates and
leveling too so it was always clear to everyone who
could do what. The days of, “I know a guy,” were over.
This makes him feel a little bad.  He got his first job
fixing an engine on the referral of a friend.

Back then you had to pay a ton of money to some online
college and even then you showed up for your first job
totally lost. Lazare didn’t have a little money, much
less a ton. So he went to plan B tonnage.  Spend a ton
of time learning on the shoulder of someone in exchange
for doing a ton of trash work. He did his time.  Longer
than he should've but that was the vig on the teaching.
Nowadays you show interest and a hint of aptitude and
the guild has a whole lot of ways for you to level up
and start earning Lugal fast. Earlier this week Lazare
spoke with a high school robotics teacher who said half
the robotics team was taking their first PU
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certifications the day after graduation...as a team
challenge. Lazare remembers working the night cleaning
crew after graduation while he was starting.  He feels
less bad.

“So let’s talk about the mods we have in the pipeline.
We have some gaps and some certs we have committed to
but let's start at the top of the funnel.  When are we
going to see that talent attraction mod? And does
anyone have an issue with the storyline?” Lazare pauses
to see if anyone wants to weigh in. “That plane just
went down off the coast of Malaysia…Plane crash as a
motivator…Anyone want to say anything?” Lazare glances
down to make sure he hasn’t put everybody on mute by
accident.
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<minzr> Theory 3: The Gypsy Developer

Imagine your dream is to create a video game.  You
spend years working on your dream. You even sell your
company to a larger company in order to get the
resources you need to build your dream. Imagine the
world waits patiently for your dream as one ship date
after another passes by. Your inbox bulges with
exciting press and fan emails. More months go by and
then it finally happens.

Imagine you launch your game. Imagine GameStop sums it
up with a 4.0/10, citing repetitive gameplay and
posting that the game "fails at anything beyond being
occasionally mediocre." Imagine you run away with the
circus. Because that is exactly what you do. Imagine
that.

After years of hype, the game Mind Zero had been
released to mixed but mostly harsh reviews. The lead
developer, held up as visionary pre-launch was
vilified. It was his ego, his isolation, and his
control issues that had led to this disappointment.

So one day, about a week after the launch, he left.
Police would later report that he packed a small bag,
took the train to the large Tsukiji fish market where
he paid his way onto a fishing boat, and disappeared.
He quickly became an urban legend. The burned-out
developer who bins it all and walks the earth like a
digital monk. Or in this case, gypsy.

When the lock-in came a large number of digital workers
saw no reason for their jobs’ geographic requirements.
Since they were now working from home with no need to
make a daily commute they pulled up roots and moved.
Some chose locations they had always desired; beaches,
mountains, and countries with legal statutes that
matched their personal morals.  Others just went on the
road; renting, camping, and living out of their vans.

When the manifesto was posted the use of a 16-cog gear
as the currency symbol was linked by some posters to
the 16-spoke wheel at the center of the Romani flag.
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The flag was also recognizable in a series of photos
posted in a travel blog written by the Mind Zero
developer. Mind Zero was focused on social links,
psyche exploration, and accelerated cognitive
evolution. Was Alex-42 the “game” that Mind Zero wanted
to be?
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The multi-hyphenate community

“Either day is fine. No, I have plenty of time.  It is
not like I have to count the votes myself.” She looked
past the hedge at the edge of her terrace at the trees
in the park that lay beyond. Her kids were out there
somewhere.  Their tai chi class had ended a while ago.
Suri looked down at the box in front of her. The
ingredients for dinner had been delivered that morning.
Suri starts to lay them out on the counter in the
kitchen.

“The last of the digital contracts will be certified
tomorrow after that it's all done but the voting. This
week is the give back-vote and then next week we
release grants and stakes.” Suri rolls her eyes. It
felt to her like she had to explain this process to her
sister every year when it rolled around. “Same as every
year dear. Yes, the pool did very well this year. Yes,
and you did a ton of cycles and we all thank you for
your contribution.”

Her sister did seed voice work. Most of the time that
meant that she simply read a book into a microphone.
Generated voices were fine for most things and AI was a
great mimic but for a real connection, sound designers
wanted real imperfections. For this, they needed
something to start with. A seed voice.

The book she read was a great story but it wasn’t about
the story. Ulysses had all the words the producers
needed. Once the AI had this training set the computer
could piece together anything they needed the character
to say. The designers could then tweak it and add any
regional flavor. Her sister was known for her nervous
stutter and occasional gap-toothed whistle.

Suri looks down at an empty box. It was a bloom box.
All the delivery boxes were some sort of functional
packaging. Some were infused with seeds and were meant
to be cut to the size of their flower boxes and
watered. Others accelerated the composting process.
Everything here at the Bik seems to have two lives. The
stone walkway around the park was a stunning black path
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through the greenery as well as serving as an enormous
charcoal filter for purifying rainwater.

It was an eco-friendly, self-regenerating,
biophilic-enhanced, mixed-use, zero-emission,
human-centered, sustainable, collection of homes,
stores, gardens, parks, and schools. All of this was
architected by some designer of kid’s toys who had
apparently tired of plastic bricks and scaled up.

Suri and her partner, Loren had moved here right after
their first child was born. Loren was a neuroscientist
and had been recruited to be part of the school staff.
The developers of the Bik had seen early on that
education was going to be the new competitive advantage
and they pounced on it as only a nordic tribe can.

The United States had used universities as a magnet for
talent attraction for most of the 20th century.  The
Bik developers however saw no reason not to lock the
talent in from the start. The Bik offered a complete
child development program from prenatal assessments,
daycare, preschool, and a completely personalized K-12
curriculum. Suri’s neighbors were from around the
world. Some worked in A-42. Some worked for Aggs. They
all had kids.

The sovereign was happy because they had some of the
best brains living within their borders.  The Bik was
happy because they were at capacity and were already
developing the next generation of residents in their
pre-school.
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What’s for Dinner?

CJ flipped his glasses up onto his head and hit the
recessed button on the bottom of his chair’s arm.  The
walls turn a watery blue as a gently accented voice
thanks him for visiting Alex-42. His dog, Cassady, who
has just slept through a lullaby of explosions,
crashes, and the more than occasional expletive from
CJ’s mouth, slowly stands up and assumes her
yoga-inspiring pose. Out the pod door and down the
hallway to the glowing elevator call button. The doors
pop open immediately.  CJ is not sure how many people
are working here but the elevator always seems to be
where he left it.

The click of Cassady’s leash as it attaches her collar.
The chime of the elevator as it marks the passing of
floors. The slightly worrisome rattling of the doors as
they open. CJ hears none of it.  He is tired.

The walk home is only a few blocks. CJ lives in Old
Town. In its most recent incarnation, it had been the
entertainment district of the city. Most cities have
neighborhoods like this.  Once an essential part of the
life of the city it had long since been replaced.  Cut
out of the business machine by the mirrored skyscrapers
in the distance. Made awkward by the neatly organized
suburbs.  It was now a nostalgia-anchored playground.
Restaurants and clubs used to line every block around
CJ’s apartment. Now it was mostly food stalls, dive
bars, and street art galleries.

The restaurant on the corner still has a good crowd
inside with its normal collection of characters milling
about out front.  This spot was much more famous than
any of its current residents. Generations of a single
family had served the world some of the best food ever
recorded from this corner.  Now it was a Toaster,
providing a cast of itinerant chefs a platform to offer
their take on whatever hyper-regional cuisine was
clickbait that day. Some chefs had a monthly residence,
some used it for research, and some used it for cash.
It was hit or miss but the bar was always filled and
having a spot downstairs from his apartment for those
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rare occasions when he felt social, was an amenity that
CJ appreciated.

The service door around the back was clearly labeled
STAFF ONLY but it was also CJ’s front door. The hallway
cut behind the restaurant and emptied out at the
loading dock in the alley. CJ’s scooter leans against
the bottom of an ornately banistered staircase with its
charging cord running across the hallway to an
uncovered outlet. Cassady pulls towards the
restaurant’s kitchen door smelling something edible
underneath the huge waves of garlic. Cameras removed
the need for CJ to lock his scooter up but he still
keeps a chain on the front wheel.  Just in case.  It
would be too easy for a delivery guy to roll his
scooter into a produce truck and disappear. If you
stored your scooter on the street you had to accept
that it was a fleeting relationship.  But CJ really
liked this ride.

At the top of the staircase, CJ unlocks the retrofit
metal door.  A loud growl comes from the other side.
When the door is opened CJ and Cassady are greeted by a
black and chrome robot the shape and size of a
Rottweiler on half skis. Cassady tears down the hall
pausing only for a quick sniff at the metal imposter
whose camera eyes are locked on CJ.  CJ sticks out his
tongue and wrinkles his nose in a vain attempt to foil
the dog’s facial recognition program. The light that
tips the dog’s left ear turns green and it stops
growling. “Kurt, come here.  Nice face Seej,” comes a
booming voice from the other room.  “Thanks, buddy. I
like Kurt’s deeper growl. It shakes the door.” These
upper floors were originally private dining rooms for
the restaurant below. Now each floor was a warren of
rooms that included a common kitchen and a couple of
restrooms that had  showers added.  Most of the rooms
had wet bars.

CJ and his roommate have lived here since CJ moved his
pod. His roommate Hurd is a Culi-chemist. He had gotten
the flavor bug when his boss and mentor left the huge
Software Agg he worked for.  Hurd’s mentor took his big
data science brain and put it against the molecules of
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food. Hurd had followed him down this tasty path,
producing a flavor code that resembled food only in the
effects it produced in the brain.

Kurt The Robo Dog, which acts as the apartment’s active
security system, lays on its charging mat below Hurd’s
table.  Hurd and a few of his friends had produced the
code for a “nostalgia box” last year. Like a box of
mixed chocolates, the code produced a sample pack of
faked flavors that were childhood staples for a former
generation. Today most manufactured flavors are
non-bio-referential. Some products use moods or
occasions as  anchor descriptors. Orange meant the
color, not the fruit.

Hurd’s collection of recipes for gelatin forms, in the
shape of bottles and filled with the recollected
flavors of old lip-staining drinks and fake apple pies,
went seriously viral. It was a must-have recipe for
those that yearned for simpler times and those that
cared for them. The box put a lot of smiles on old
people’s faces.  It also put a lot of coin in Hurd’s
account. So Hurd and his gang now hire out to anybody
looking for a branded taste.

The largest room on the floor (suitable for comfortable
dining for 16-32 guests) was Hurd’s workshop. He did
most of his client business on Alex-42 but since he
dealt in “the real fake, not the fake real,” and he
required 3D bioprinters and a ridiculous amount of
gelatin his workshop was here and not in the pod farm.
He also used the restaurant downstairs as a tasting
room for his betas. CJ was also pretty sure he was
selling LSD to the crowd on the corner. But he had
never asked.

The drums of gelatin powder were stacked against one
wall.  CJ had watched Hurd supervise some gutter punks
he had hired to bring them up from the delivery truck.
He had even recorded some of it fully expecting to
capture a staircase collapse. The other wall was
currently occupied by a large hydroponic unit.
Cannabis-infused everything was driving more business
than Hurd’s taste bud artisans could handle. It was
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also supplying a thoroughly pungent scent to everything
that entered the floor.  Hurd had to turn off the
cannabinoid detector on Kurt. Even Cassady smelled like
weed.

Down the hall, past the kitchen and the first of four
bathrooms is CJ’s room. His bedroom is simple enough.
A drafting table stands in between two windows on the
far wall.  It is surrounded by stacks of books lying
atop each other like mating butterflies. The other
walls, covered in  old textured wallpaper, are mostly
bare.  The occasional 8X10 frame hangs amongst the
faded shadows of much larger frames. The chandelier,
denuded of most of its crystals, offers a gentle light
from its exposed bulbs. On the split bed directly below
it is Cassady already curled up and snoring. He jumps
to another side as soon as CJ claps. “Neutral,” he
calls and the recently vacated side of the bed flattens
out its taco shape. The bed looks like a hospital bed
without the side rails and is designed to adjust to its
occupant.  It can even go inverted if requested.
Inversion is supposed to help fight the long hours of
sitting.  Cassady loves to lick at CJ’s face while he
hangs upside down but is still scared to death of the
buzzing noise the bed makes as it adjusts.

Next to the bed sits a side table. The small tabletop
is covered with a charging plate, a reading LED, a
deci-clock, and a cylinder projector pointing towards
the ceiling. CJ claps again, “Sky.” The ceiling is
immediately filled with stars. CJ has the real-time
galaxy feed zoomed in on Canis Major. CMA contained a
star he had “officially” named for his mom back when we
thought all it took to make your mark on the galaxy was
a mail-in form and twenty bucks.

On the other side of the bed is a thin tower speaker.
Hurd always worked with noise cancels on but CJ
preferred for his music to mix with the sirens and
voices from the street.  He was immersed all day.
Sometimes he just wanted to float above it.

CJ drops his shoulder bag on the desk and pulls open
the window. Standing on the small fire escape outside
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his bedroom he looks down the street. Streetlights and
storefronts form a patchwork of visibility on the
sidewalk.  A few tail lights in the distance and some
lazy musicianship pepper the moment. Across the street,
his neighbor’s wall shows the projection of some
first-person shooter.  CJ watches for a minute,
mentally playing the merc character while mumbling
about upcoming corners and rooftop snipers and
occasionally yelling “peek” louder than he wanted. Once
the inevitable firefight begins CJ loses interest
realizing that the silhouette of the couch and his
neighbor’s head is obscuring some key firepower info
and he can be of no further assistance.

“When you find strange hands in your sweater.” The
loud, scratchy,  Cappella lyric comes from a shirtless
man foot-pedaling a scooter down the sidewalk. The open
space in the frame between his legs indicates a missing
battery.  For a while, CJ kept his battery with him
when he went to the pod. Older batteries had a
chemistry that relied on some precious metals.  When
the lands that housed the majority of the mines had
become the battleground for two nation-states, those
batteries quickly became more valuable than the
scooters they powered. And a lot easier to carry. The
same thing  happened with the catalytic converters on
old combustion engines. If old books or dog hair are
ever shown to be some sort of super element for fusion,
CJ will be a rich man.

One block over, providing a warm glow to the low cloud
underbelly, is Gram street.  At its height, it was
three meticulously curated blocks of views, facades,
and iconography designed to be snapped, filtered, and
posed with. You could spend years wandering the city
exploring its various neighborhoods to find small
streets, hidden buildings, and one-of-a-kind views.  Or
you could just come here.  In thirty minutes you could
document a never-happened weekend of historically
anchored celebration.  Vegas may have started the trend
with its main drag of global postcards. But that was
more Disney than dystopia.  Then the Chinese had taken
it to a new level, twinning whole cities and casting
entire populations as extras. That’s when people and
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places had truly been divorced. Experience and reality
had never fully remarried.

Before it all went down CJ only came to Oldtown when
his friends would visit.  He knew most of the reference
points so it always felt strange. His friends called it
a 3D graphic novel. Now CJ just called it home.
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